MINUTES for Friday March 25th, 2019  CBA Curriculum Committee

Convened by M. Hamman (ECO) at 3:45.

Members Present: C. Kiersch (MGT), M. Hammam (ECO), Y. Kim (FIN), M. McDermott (MKT), J. Kilchenmann (ACC)

Others in Attendance: N. Vidden (CBA Academic Services), James Murry (Interim Associate Dean)

1. M/S/P to approve the minutes from February 22nd, 2019 5/0/0
2. M/S/P to approve the FIN.BS CIM 5/0/0
3. M/S/P to approve the MKT 365 CIM 5/0/0
4. Review Math Survey
   • There were 43 completed survey
   • We looked at Essential Skills, Unnecessary Skills and Net Votes
   • Generally speaking there was agreement on what was needed vs not
   • Maggie and Mary will attending a system wide meeting with Math on this topic in April.
   • We will synthesize the info from the survey and from the meeting and report out at the all college meeting in May 13th from 12:15-2:15.